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As a federal court prepares to rule on a challenge to Sirhan Sirhan's conviction in the Robert F.
Kennedy assassination, a long overlooked witness to the murder is telling her story: She heard
two guns firing during the 1968 shooting and authorities altered her account of the crime.

  

Nina Rhodes-Hughes wants the world to know that, despite what history says, Sirhan was not
the only gunman firing shots when Kennedy was murdered a few feet away from her at a Los
Angeles hotel.

  

"What has to come out is that there was another shooter to my right," Rhodes-Hughes said in
an exclusive interview with CNN. "The truth has got to be told. No more cover-ups."

      

Rhodes-Hughes, now 78, tells CNN she informed authorities in 1968 that the number of
gunshots she counted in the kitchen pantry exceeded eight -- which would have been more than
the maximum Sirhan could have fired -- and that some of the shots came from a location in the
pantry other than Sirhan's position.

  

Rhodes-Hughes tells CNN the FBI's eight-shot claim is "completely false." She says the bureau
"twisted" things she told two FBI agents when they interviewed her as an assassination witness
in 1968, and she says Harris and her prosecutors are simply "parroting" the bureau's report.

"I never said eight shots. I never, never said it," Rhodes-Hughes told CNN. "But if the attorney
general is saying it then she's going according to what the FBI chose to put into their report."

"There were more than eight shots," Rhodes-Hughes said by phone. She says that during the
FBI interview in her Los Angeles home, one month after the assassination, she told the agents
that she'd heard 12 to 14 shots. "There were at least 12, maybe 14. And I know there were
because I heard the rhythm in my head," Rhodes-Hughes said. She says she believes senior
FBI officials altered statements she made to the agents to "conform with what they wanted the
public to believe, period."
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"When they say only eight shots, the anger within me is so great that I practically -- I get very
emotional because it is so untrue. It is so untrue," she said.

  

More...
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http://edition.cnn.com/2012/04/28/justice/california-rfk-second-gun/?hpt=us_t2

